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as: personal pronouns; the Swahili noun class system; special
class combinations; the imperative, the subjunctive, and the
conditional moods; the use of comparatives; the use of
monosyllabic verbs; the passive form and various other forms of
verb extensions; the relative clause Clear, detailed and jargonfree grammatical explanations supported by an assortment of
helpful diagrams, charts and tables and many relevant and up-todate examples A wide range of communication-oriented
exercises to reinforce learning and develop students’ ability to
Kiswahili Mkuki na Nyota Publishers
use Swahili actively Audio files to support pronunciation practice,
Swahili Grammar and Workbook provides a practical and
clearly linked to relevant sections of the book and available for
comprehensive companion to Swahili grammar, filling in gaps
free download at
left by other textbooks. Presenting the essentials of Swahili
http://www.routledge.com/books/details/9781138808263/ Four
grammar in a highly accessible fashion, it reduces complex
appendices, Swahili-English and English-Swahili vocabulary lists,
language topics to helpful rules and mnemonic aids, enabling
a bibliography and an index presented at the back of the book for
maximum grammar retention and accurate usage. Grammar
easy access to information. Written by a highly experienced
points are followed by multiple examples and exercises, allowing instructor, Swahili Grammar and Workbook will be an essential
students to consolidate and practice their learning. No prior
resource for all students and teachers of Swahili. It is suitable for
knowledge of linguistic terminology is required. Key features
use both as a companion reference text in language courses and
include: Twenty five language notes covering key topics such
as a standalone text in independent grammar classes.
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????? (?????? - ???? -???????)Routledge
The revised English - Swahili Dictionary is
a contemporary and easy - to - use reference
book for all users whose mother tongue is
Swahili. It not only gives detailed help
with new scientific terms but also deals
with difficult words in a simple way.This
unique dictionary contains:Words* More than
10,000 headword entries, including new
scientific vocabularyMeanings* 30,000
definitionsExamples of use* Hundreds of
phrases and sentences to show how words are
used in their perspectiveUsage* Correct
grammatical structures and
usageIllustrations* More than 300
illustrations including a map of East
AfricaIT terminology* Many computer terms
have been translated into Kiswahili for the
first timeStudy pages* Short history of
Swahili, proverbs, shapes and sizes,

confidently and effectively in Swahili in a broad range of situations. No
prior knowledge of the language is required. Colloquial Swahili is
exceptional; each unit presents a wealth of grammatical points that are
reinforced with a wide range of exercises for regular practice. A full answer
key, a grammar summary, bilingual glossaries and English translations of
dialogues can be found at the back as well as useful vocabulary lists
throughout. Key features include: A clear, user-friendly format designed to
help learners progressively build up their speaking, listening, reading and
writing skills Jargon-free, succinct and clearly structured explanations of
grammar An extensive range of focused and dynamic supportive exercises
Realistic and entertaining dialogues covering a broad variety of narrative
situations Helpful cultural points explaining the customs and features of
life in Swahili-speaking countries. An overview of the sounds of Swahili
Balanced, comprehensive and rewarding, Colloquial Swahili is an
indispensable resource both for independent learners and students taking
courses in Swahili. Audio material to accompany the course is available to
download free in MP3 format from www.routledge.com/cw/colloquials.
Recorded by native speakers, the audio material features the dialogues and
texts from the book and will help develop your listening and
pronunciation skills.

Kenya National Assembly Official Record (Hansard) East
African Publishers
The official records of the proceedings of the Legislative
Kenya National Assembly Official Record (Hansard) LIT Verlag
Council of the Colony and Protectorate of Kenya, the House of
Münster
Representatives of the Government of Kenya and the National
Colloquial Swahili: The Complete Course for Beginners has been carefully Assembly of the Republic of Kenya.
developed by an experienced teacher to provide a step-by-step course to Masimulizi Kamilifu ya Alfu Lela U Lela au Siku Elfu Moja na Moja: Kitabu
Swahili as it is written and spoken today. Combining a clear, practical and cha Saba Ohio University Press
accessible style with a methodical and thorough treatment of the language, Swahili Grammar and Workbook provides a practical and comprehensive
companion to Swahili grammar, filling in gaps left by other textbooks.
it equips learners with the essential skills needed to communicate
Presenting the essentials of Swahili grammar in a highly accessible fashion,
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it reduces complex language topics to helpful rules and mnemonic aids,
anthology or diwani, fashioned as a bilingual Swahili-English
enabling maximum grammar retention and accurate usage. Grammar points edition which, along with the poems, could offer some analytical
are followed by multiple examples and exercises, allowing students to
insights into Haji Gora Haji's artistry.
consolidate and practice their learning. No prior knowledge of linguistic
A Glossary in English, Kiswahili, Kikuyu and Dholuo. Kamusi Ya Lugha Ya
terminology is required. Key features include: Twenty five language notes
Kiingereza, Kiswahili, Kikuyu Na Kijaluo Institute of Kiswahili Research
covering key topics such as: personal pronouns; the Swahili noun class
University of Dar Es Salaam
system; special class combinations; the imperative, the subjunctive, and the
A dictionary of composition writing.
conditional moods; the use of comparatives; the use of monosyllabic verbs;
Religious Discourse, Social Cohesion and Conflict Oxford
the passive form and various other forms of verb extensions; the relative
clause Clear, detailed and jargon-free grammatical explanations supported by University Press, USA
an assortment of helpful diagrams, charts and tables and many relevant and Of interest to linguists, artists, ma-youth, scholars of urban
up-to-date examples A wide range of communication-oriented exercises to
studies, educationalists, policy makers and language planners who
reinforce learning and develop students’ ability to use Swahili actively Audio are grappling with the challenges of multilingualism and language
files to support pronunciation practice, clearly linked to relevant sections of
of education in Kenya.
the book and available for free download at
http://www.routledge.com/books/details/9781138808263/ Four appendices, Colloquial Swahili Dar Es Salaam University Press
Swahili-English and English-Swahili vocabulary lists, a bibliography and an A concise and portable dictionary developed by two experienced
and well respected teachers of Swahili. In this work they have
index presented at the back of the book for easy access to information.
Written by a highly experienced instructor, Swahili Grammar and Workbook taken into account not only the difficulties which non-Swahili
will be an essential resource for all students and teachers of Swahili. It is
speakers from many different language backgrounds have in
suitable for use both as a companion reference text in language courses and as
learning the language, but also the importance of making Swahili
a standalone text in independent grammar classes.

Kamusi ya sheria DL2A - BULUU PUBLISHING
Haji Gora Haji, born in 1933 on the island of Tumbatu, Zanzibar,
represents a living archive of poetic and philosophical knowledge,
which is transformed into verses with a characteristic voice
enriched by dialectal features (from Tumbatu and Unguja). As a
recognition of his life-long commitment to Swahili language and
literature, the editors, Flavia Aiello and Irene Brunotti, with
Nathalie Arnold Koenings for translation, decided to work hard
on conceiving a publishing project of Shuwari, his poetical

equivalents of English words, correspond to those of the best
speakers of Swahili. The English-Swahili Pocket Dictionary will
be of benefit to English speakers who are learning Swahili, while
Swahili speakers who are learning English will also find it
invaluable.
Swahili Grammar and Workbook Boydell & Brewer
About the Book: Learn colors with this bilingual children's picture
book dictionary. English-Serbian (Cyrillic) Bilingual Children's
Picture Dictionary Book of Colors www.rich.center
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Kamusi yangu ya kwanza Rowman & Littlefield
A dictionary of Swahili proverbs and their usage.
Kenya National Assembly Official Record (Hansard)
Routledge
Kamusi yoyote ni kazi ya maarifa, ni chemchemi ambayo maji
yake hayakauki, hutiririsha maarifa na kuchochea watumiaji
kutaka kuijua zaidi. Kamusi ya Ukristo inazo sifa hizi, na za ziada
kwani ni kamusi ya kwanza kwa lugha ya Kiswahili ambayo
inaweka pamoja, tafsiri ya dhana mbalimbali, majina mbalimbali
ya Wakristo na desturi za Makanisa ya Kikristo. Kamusi ya
Ukristo ni kamusi ambayo kwa umahili mkubwa mwandishi
amefatilia na kufanikiwa kukusanya vitomeo vinavyowakilisha
madhehebu mbalimbali ya Kikristo. Kuna vidahizo ambavyo
hutumiwa zaidi na dhehebu moja kuliko lingine, lakini mwandishi
ameviweka pamoja ili kuuondoa umadhehebu na kuujenga umoja
wa Ukristo. Ni ukweli usiopingika kuwa waamini wengi
hawaelewi misamiati na istilahi nyingi za dini zao. Hivyo basi
kwa msaada wa Kamusi hii msomaji atafaidi maarifa ya maana na
matumizi ya maneno si tu ya dhehebu moja, dhehebu lake, bali
Ukristo kwa ujumla wake. Kamusi ya Ukristo is the first
dictionary in Swahili language which puts together the
interpretation of various concepts, different names for Christians
and customs of the Christian churches.
Kamusi ya methali za Kiswahili Routledge
"This landmark publication in comparative linguistics is the first
comprehensive work to address the general issue of what kinds of
words tend to be borrowed from other languages. The authors have
assembled a unique database of over 70,000 words from 40 languages

from around the world, 18,000 of which are loanwords. This database
allows the authors to make empirically founded generalizations about
general tendencies of word exchange among languages." --Book Jacket.
Shuwari Mkuki Na Nyoka Pub
This massive authoritative Swahili dictionary, is the most definitive and
comprehensive in existence. It has taken a team of lexicographers and
academics fourteen years to prepare, with the support of the Institute of
Kiswahili Research in Dar es Salaam. The last comparable edition was in
1939, and was primarily intended to help the user to comprehend English
texts. The dictionary records new words and meanings of words which the
language has acquired since 1939; and provides lexicographical information
needed by current dictionary users.There are more than 50,000 entries, with
an attempt to give every English word an equivalent in Swahili, or otherwise
a phrase; and the vocabulary covers both general and specialized language.
Guidance is provided on use and connotation, word formation and syntax,
and derivatives and compounds of a headword are explicitly shown in each
entry. The full information and arrangement given for each entry is:
headword, homographs, wordclass, alternative spelling of a headword, crossreference, gloss, definition, subject label, usage label, regional label, senses
separated by numbers, illustrative examples, compounds, derivatives, and
adjectival complementation.

Loanwords in the World's Languages Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
This book analyzes socio-religious transformation in Tanzania.
Some scholars claim that religion has returned to the public
domain since the collapse of Tanzanian socialism, and that there
is a tension between Muslims and Christians. Based on focus
group discussions in Dar es Salaam, author Thomas Joseph
Ndaluka acquires insight into Muslim - Christian relations using
Critical Discourse Analysis. He analyzes how Muslims and
Christians identify and position themselves in relation to each
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other and the conditions which make them elevate their religious is an epic poem in the Arabic script titled Utendi wa Tambuka (The
identity over other identities. Ndaluka reveals that some periphreal History of Tambuka). One key step in spreading Swahili was to create a
standard written language. In June 1928, an inter-territorial conference
voices threaten social cohesion, but, in general, Muslims and
Christians maintain friendly relations and avoid conflict. He also took place at Mombasa, at which the Zanzibar dialect, Kiunguja, was
chosen to be the basis for standardising Swahili. Today's standard
shows individualization or de-institutionalization as dominant
Swahili, the version taught as a second language, is for practical
trends in the country. However, educational institutions have
purposes Zanzibar Swahili. Swahili has become a second language
remained strong and influence other institutions, such as the
spoken by tens of millions in three African Great Lakes countries
family. (Series: Interreligious Studies - Vol. 5)
(Tanzania, Kenya, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC))
Kamusi ya semi za Kiswahili Langham Publishing
Kitabu hiki cha kiongozi cha mwalimu, kimekusudia kuwa mwongozo kwa
ajili ya kuwafundisha wageni. Kitabu kinamwelekeza mwalimu namna ya
kumfundisha mwanafunzi wa kiwango cha kwanza, cha pili, na cha tatu.
Katika kila hatua ya kumfundisha mwanafunzi lugha ya Kiswahili,
kumetumika mbinu mahsusi ili kuhakikisha mwanafunzi anafunzwa kwa
umahiri mkubwa na anapata stadi ya kimawasiliano ya lugha ya Kiswahili.
Kitabu hiki ni muhimu kwa mtu yeyote anayetaka kufundisha lugha ya
Kiswahili kwa wageni.

where it is an official or national language. The neighbouring nation of
Uganda made Swahili a required subject in primary schools in 1992.
Some 80 percent of approximately 49 million Tanzanians speak Swahili
in addition to their first languages. Many of the rising generation of
Tanzania, however, speak Swahili as a primary language because of a
decrease of the traditional cultures and the rise of a more unified culture
in urban areas. Kenya's population is comparable as well, with a greater
part of the nation being able to speak Swahili. Most educated Kenyans
A Concise English-Swahili Dictionary East African Publishers
are able to communicate fluently in Swahili since it is a compulsory
Spoken originally along the eastern coast of Africa(the name kiSwahili subject in school from grade one to high school and a distinct academic
means 'coastal language'), and now the official language of Tanzania as discipline in many of the public and private universities. The five
well as a major language in Kenya, Uganda and the eastern Congo,
eastern provinces of the DRC are Swahili-speaking. Nearly half the 66
Swahili is the lingua franca of Eastern Africa. A significant fraction of million Congolese reportedly speak it, and it is starting to rival Lingala
Swahili vocabulary is derived from Arabic through contact with Arabic- as the most important national language of that country. Swahili
speaking Muslim inhabitants of the Swahili Coast. It has also
speakers may number 120 to 150 million. This English - Swahili and
incorporated German, Portuguese, English, Hindustani and French
Swahili - English Dictionary (Kamusi ya Kiswahili - Kiingereza),
words into its vocabulary through contact with empire builders, traders contains 11,000 entries. It is based on our Words R Us - Wordnet
and slavers during the past five centuries. The earliest known
implementation (www.wordsrus.info) which enables pairing the
documents written in Swahili are letters written in Kilwa in 1711 A.D. Swahili language with hundreds of others. It was created using dozens
in the Arabic script that were sent to the Portuguese of Mozambique
of sources including academic papers on the language as well as native
and their local allies. Another ancient written document dated to 1728 speakers.
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Swahili-English Dictionary Lulu.com
The official records of the proceedings of the Legislative Council of
the Colony and Protectorate of Kenya, the House of Representatives of
the Government of Kenya and the National Assembly of the Republic
of Kenya.
English-Swahili pocket dictionary Weidenfeld & Nicolson
A dictionary of linguistics and philosophy of language.
Kamusi Ya Kiingereza-Kiswahili Mkuki na Nyota Publishers
This book is intended for university students and anyone interested in
learning Standard Swahili grammar as spoken in the East African
Community of Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda. The most comprehensive
grammar book currently available, some of the concepts covered in this
book are greetings, numerals, telling the time, the Noun Class system,
simple tenses such the past, present and future, adjectives and
possessives. The book then progresses to more complex concepts such
as Direct and Reported Speech, various verb typologies, other tenses,
prepositions and conjunctions, adverbs and relative pronouns. Each
chapter includes many examples and sample sentences, easy to read
charts, practice questions, answers to the practice questions, and a list
of new vocabulary used within the chapter. On completing this book,
the reader will be able to read, write and converse in Swahili with
confidence.
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